
 

Solidarity with the dismissed Turkish employees, 

Let’s build international solidarity of all UPS employees! 

 

Let’s defend together our interests! 
 

The trade unions of UPS Italia express alive and strong support for the employees who are fighting 

at the headquarters Ups Turkey. 

 

We express solidarity with your struggle, we will support your reasons and we will attempt to your 

victory. 

We are employees of UPS Italia and we know the company UPS and its trade union policies. 

The biggest interests for the company are profits, not proper conditions of life and work of its 

employees. 

 

They say that they respect national laws and civil rules, but when they discuss their interests they do 

not hesitate to use -abuse-  methods and strategies which invade the interests and conditions of 

employees. 

 

Even in Italy, UPS utilizes the subcontrac, and when there are employees who claim RESPECT 

AND DEFENCE THEIR INTEREST, UPS send them away! 

This happened in Milan in March 2010, the company moved away 20 employees who were not able 

to reduce wages and worsen their working conditions. After a strike of delivery activity, they did 

not receive the wages of the month as a revenge! Today the CGIL union which follows this dispute 

is doing a legal case. http://www.youtube.com/user/milanostrike 

 

 The same happened in Florence, the company moved away an union representative who had dared 

to criticize the poor working conditions ... 

In the case of Bari center - When they fail to move away, they use “legal” violations against union 

representatives ... 

... 

 

 

The employees have nothing to lose but their chains! 

To fight to improve our living and working conditions is our interest and of all employees as well. 

We ask our union to build a moment of global war as we did it on 22 May, 1997! 

http://www.trasportiinlotta.it/ups1997/html4/lalottadeilavoratoriups4.htm 

 

 

Your victory will be for us too. 
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